[The effect of baclofen on the nociceptive reactions of the blood pressure in waking rats].
The effect of baclophen (5-10 mg/kg) on the background arterial blood pressure (AP), amplitude of nociceptive AP reactions under electrostimulation of the tail's proximal part and the time of AP normalization after the nociceptive action was studied in the experiments of awaking rats with implanted arterial catheters. Baclophen in the range of analgesic doses causes persistent hypertension depending on the drug dose and the level of emotional reactivity of the rats. Simultaneously with the above mentioned effects the amplitude and the duration of the nociceptive AP reactions are decreased. The blockade of the alpha-adrenoreceptors (phenoxybenzamine, 5 mg/kg) abolishes the hypertensive effect of baclophen but increases its inhibitory effect on the nociceptive AP changes.